Agender Pride Flag
2014 by Unknown
Agender: a person who identifies with the agender community doesn’t experience gender or does not have a gender.
- Black: absence of gender
- Grey: partial gender
- Green: gender that isn’t related to female or male

Asexual Pride Flag
2010 by AVEN
Asexual: someone who is not sexually attracted to anyone. Some asexuals still experience/feel romantic attraction or aesthetic attraction.
- Black: represents sexuality
- Grey: represents Grey-A and demisexual
- White: represents sexuality
- Purple: represents community

Bear Pride Flag
1995 by Craig Bynas
Bear: someone may identify as a bear if they are a man with body and/or facial hair and is attracted to other men.
- The colors on the flag are supposed to represent the diversity of fur and nationalities throughout the international bear community

Bi/sexuality / Biromantic Pride Flag
1998 by Michael Page
Biexual/Biromantic: someone who may be attracted to people of any sex or gender identifies as being attracted to their own gender and other genders.
- Deep pink: same gender attraction
- Royal blue: opposite gender attraction
- Purple: attraction anywhere along the gender spectrum

Demisexual Pride Flag
By Anonymous Year Unknown
Demisexual: someone who does not experience sexual attraction unless they form a strong emotional connection first.
- Purple: sexual relationships
- Grey: sexuality
- White: sexuality
- Black: romantics who reject sexuality and traditional romance

Nonbinary Pride Flag
By Anonymous Year Unknown
Nonbinary: individuals who do not identify in the men/women gender binary.
- Yellow: nonbinary
- White: many or all genders
- Purple: a mix of genders, or in between
- Black: agender, genderless

Genderqueer Pride Flag
2011 by Marilyn Roxe
Genderqueer: a gender-variant person whose gender identity is non-binary is between or beyond genders, or is some combination of genders.
- Lavender: androgynous
- White: represents gender identity
- Green: represents genders outside the binary

Leather Pride Flag
1989 by Tony DeBlase
Designed for representation of the BDSM and Kink subculture within the gender and sexuality community.
- Red: Heart: Love
- White: openness, honesty, and understanding
- Black: Leather
- Blue: Denim

Pansexual/Panromantic Pride Flag
2010 by the Community
Pansexual/Panromantic: someone who loves and is attracted to someone regardless of gender.
- Pink: women
- Blue: men
- Yellow: those of a non-binary gender, such as agender, bigender, or genderfluid

The Pink Triangle Flag
Triangle from the Nazi Era
The pink triangle was used to identify gay men in the Nazi camps.
- The triangle was taken back and this flag was used as a symbol for gay pride and a base for the “Silence = Death” flags by ACT UP during the AIDs epidemic.

Polyamory Pride Flag
2009 by Jim Evans
Polyamory: a non-possessive, honest, responsible, and ethical philosophy and practice of loving multiple people simultaneously.
- Blue: openness and honesty
- Red: love and passion
- Black: hidden from society
- Golden: emotional attachments

Polysexual / Polyromantic Pride Flag
2010 by Organization Intersexual International Austria
Polysexual / Polyromantic: someone who is attracted to multiple genders.
- Pink: attraction to women
- Blue: attraction to men
- Green: attraction to non-binary genders

Intersex Pride Flag
2017 by Organization Intersexual International Austria
Intersex: a person whose combination of chromosomes, gonads, hormones, internal sex organs, and/or genitals differs from one of the binary expectations.
- Pride and Activist Flag
  Used with fighting for equal rights within the intersex community.
- The circle: wholeness.
- The colors are derivatives of pink (female) and blue (male)

Rainbow Pride Flag
1978 by Gilbert Baker
This is the pride flag for the entire gender and sexuality community. It is a symbol of pride and unity.
- Red: life and sexuality
- Orange: healing and friendship
- Yellow: vitality and energy
- Green: nature
- Blue: wisdom and harmony
- Purple: spirit and gratitude

Transgender Pride Flag
1999 by Monica Helms
Transgender: someone whose gender differs from the one they were assigned to at birth. Transgender individuals may identify as men or women, or they may feel that neither label fits them.
- Baby Blue: Being assigned male at birth
- Baby Pink: Being assigned female at birth
- White: in between, transitioning, or neutral gender.

Two Spirit Pride Flag
By Anonymous Year Unknown
Two-Spirit: Native people who have attributes of the gender binary. They also have distinct gender and social roles in their tribes, and are often involved with religious rituals.
- The Rainbow: the gender & sexuality spectrum
- The Native American Symbol: the cultural origin of Two Spirit